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Introduction

Industry data on corporate PPAs (1/2)

Figure 1: Global corporate PPAs, 2008-18
July (GW)
Source: BNEF Corporate Renewable Energy
Procurement Monthly, July 2018

Introduction

Industry data on corporate PPAs (2/2)

Figure 2: BRC Deal Tracker,
December 8, 2018
Source: Rocky Mountain
Institute
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Introduction

Relevance of the topic
Significant
capacities
• soared from 500 MW in
2001 (almost all of this
in the U.S.) to 7.2 GW
globally in 2018
• Big corporations in the
U.S. emerged as
leading players in 2013
(Google, Microsoft,
Facebook etc.)

Longevity and
complexity of PPA
contracts
• PPAs are signed
usually for a period of
10-20 years and for a
fixed price per MW of
energy generated
• Variety of contract
typologies exist

Case of USA and
global RES
deployment
• Current administration
– not supportive of RES
• Still corporations are
engaging with
sustainability and RES

2.0
RENEWABLE ENERGY PROCUREMENT
MECHANISMS IN THE UNITED STATES

Renewable Energy Procurement Mechanisms in the United States
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Physical PPA
Figure 3: Graphical representation of electricity transfer under a physical
PPA within the context of the power grid.
Source: Kent, 2016

The contracted
quantity of electricity
flows directly from a
renewable energy
generator to a
corporate facility via
the grid. Any additional
electricity demand is
supplied by the energy
service provider for
which a separate
payment is made.
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Virtual PPA
Figure 4: Graphical representation of electricity transfer under a virtual PPA
within the context of the power grid
Source: Kent, 2016

Virtual PPAs serve as
hedges, which avoid
the physical delivery of
electricity. Under a
virtual PPA, the
corporation agrees to
purchase a quantity of
electricity from a
generator at an agreed
upon strike price.
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Other procurement options (1/2)
Onsite PPA

— On the corporate facility’s premises
the organization hosts an onsite energy generation system on its land and buys
all the power it generates

— No up-front costs:
The organization does not own the equipment, so there are no up-front costs.
The project developer handles all aspects of the project development including
site assessment, system configuration, procurement, installation, and financing

— Advantageous for both the developer and the off-taker:
The developer can cover the investment and maintenance costs through the fixed

PPA rate; the off-taker does not need to acquire specialized knowledge to build
and operate a renewable energy plant, no costs for construction and
maintenance

— Space limitations
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Other procurement options (2/2)
Utility green tariffs

— Work-around for the procurement of renewable energy in regulated states
Utilities’ response to customer’s demand for long-term fixed-price structures of
renewable energy in regulated markets

— Potential to deliver a win-win solution:
A solution for utilities and large green power customers, which allows corporations

to source 100% renewable energy. In addition to the purchase of the electricity
itself, the corporation also purchases the RECs

— Small volume and a limited offer of procurement options across states:
Out of 8.38 GW of off-site renewable energy contracted by corporations between

2008 and 2016, a mere 0.31 GW were contracted via green tariffs (Bloomberg
New Energy Finance, 2017).
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Advantages

Disadvantages

-

guarantee a constant revenue stream to
the developer over the lifetime of the
contract

-

-

assists the generator in receiving credit
from financing parties

regulatory risk and potential changes in
law can have very real implications for the
business viability of a PPA - inclusion of a
clause whereby parties re-negotiate terms
in the event of a material change in law

-

cost saving advantages to the
corporations

-

-

PPAs limit business risk by providing longterm stability hedges against volatility in
fuel and electricity prices

off-takers must carefully forecast energy
demand and determine their ability to
resell excess power

-

-

contributes to a corporation’s sustainability
goals and green agenda

in the case of physical PPAs, off-takers
may find their energy demand misaligned
with intermittent generation of renewable
sources
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Data collection and descriptive statistics

Data collection process (1/2)
Difficulties and opportunities encountered during the process of data
gathering:






Lack of publicly available data on the topic of corporate PPAs
Lack of academic literature on the topic
No possibility to interview the companies of interest – Fortune 500 list
Contact with various industry observatories – e.g. CDP, EPA, Rocky
Mountain Institute

 Collaboration with Imperial College London organized by Prof. Matteo di
Castelnuovo, together with Dr. Iain Staffell
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Data collection and descriptive statistics

Data collection process (2/2)

Bloomberg New Energy Finance (BNEF)

Additional databases

database





Information about 667 PPA deals, signed in
the U.S. from 1983 until 2017 – e.g. current

status, technology, off-taker and project
developer, industry, year of signature, PPA
type

data on Fortune 500 companies’ sustainability
targets – RES targets, 100% RES targets and
GHG targets (WWF, Ceres, Calvert and CDP)
CDP database on companies with internal carbon
pricing mechanism
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Industry analysis
Figure 5: MW capacities and number of deals signed by industries.
Source: BNEF database
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RES technology mix
Figure 6: Technology mix of onsite PPA.
Source: BNEF database
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Figure 7: Technology mix of offsite PPA.
Source: BNEF database
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Historical analysis 2006 - 2016
Figure 8: Cumulative capacity of PPA by industry sector
Source: BNEF database
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Analysis of the largest off-takers
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Cumulative capacity procured by
the presented 15 off-takers – 67%
of the overall capacity



The share of capacity increases
to 75% if only private
organizations are taken



Tech companies - 47% of the
capacity signed by the 15 top offtakers



Wind is the preferred technology
with 71%, followed by solar –
26%

4.0
MODEL AND RESULTS
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Model and results

Results:

Multiple linear regression:



Companies belonging to the Food &
Beverage, Tech, Manufacturing and Retail more likely to sign a PPA than Financial &
Insurance and Other (results differ slightly
from the descriptive analysis)



Both renewable energy targets and the more
stringent 100% renewable energy targets
have a positive and significant relation
with the propensity of signing a PPA.



100% renewable energy target has a two
times higher influence over the outcome in
comparison with a renewable energy target



The other two indicators – GHG target and
carbon pricing did not show a statistically
significant relation to the dependent variable
PPA and thus could not be shown to have
any influence.

Model and results

Limitations and recommendations
Recommendations for future research:
 Further elaborate on the motives of largest 500 U.S. corporations to sign a PPA
 In particular – economic motivations – e.g. falling LCOE of RES in combination with
subsidization schemes yielding lower electricity prices
Main limitations:
 Historical data on the prices negotiated under PPAs could not be accessed (FERC
database)
 Data on companies’ electricity consumption and RES electricity consumption not
available (CDP partially)
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